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Project Description

Like many who have entered into the study of landscape architecture in the past few years, I am both 

enthused and perplexed by the expanding domain of the field.  I struggle with the the idea of designing 

at the large scale of dispersed natural and engineered systems, though I recognize the importance of this 

approach.  The central dichotomy for the landscape architecture department at the GSD strikes me as 

that of strategies based in large scale systems against those based in human experience.  Of course the 

stated ambition at this institution and elsewhere is to harmonize these elements, but for me there are 

still a lot of unanswered – maybe unanswerable questions about recognizing and embedding meaning 

in large scale design.  Far from a detriment to the field, this problem helps set landscape architecture 

apart in the design disciplines in that functionality and meaning are extended in distance and time, but 

resolving these relationships into something legible is no easy task.  The greatest challenge – one that I 

am excited to see many at the GSD tackling – is the need for new forms of representation to help 

engage and orchestrate human experience over this extended field.  

This notion of extent is what initially drew me to Siberia.  Depending on one's definition, the largest 

continuous land-based ecosystem in the world, the slow ebb and flow of Siberia's tundra, taiga, 

agricultural land, and urban regions have major impacts on planetary ecology because of the sheer size 

of land area in play.  I was especially interested in Siberia's mythic association with immensity and 

remoteness.  I wanted to understand that degree of extent as a way of being in the landscape, to test if 

one could really ascribe a singular experience to such a scale.  There is, I realized, one large-scale 

system at work in Siberia that contains within it both the logistical framework and the historical 

background to support my fact-finding mission: the Trans-Siberian Railroad.

My research on the Trans-Siberian Railroad brought me to two precedents that would define the 

parameters of my trip and research.  First, I came across an article attached to the website of the State 

Hermitage Museum in St. Petersburg describing the recent restoration of an 850 meter long drawing 

executed by Russian artist Pavel Pyasetsky at the end of the nineteenth century 

(www.hermitagemuseum.org).  Payastsky was tasked with documenting the landscape of the railway, 

then in its final stages of completion, from Moscow to its eastern terminus in Vladivostok. His research 

consisted of traveling the route multiple times by train or other means.  The drawing was the main 
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element of a mechanized panorama shown at the 1900 Paris Exposition, variously titled The Great  

Siberian Route, which also included 3 additional layers of scenery spooling at different speeds to 

simulate the effect of motion parallax.  (Other sources credit the studio of French artist Marcel Jambon 

with the final painting (Herbert, 111).) The French rail service company with the contract for the actual 

Trans-Siberian cars, Compagnie Internationale des Wagons-Lits, sponsored the exhibit, providing 

visitors with a simulated train compartment and dinner service.   The many-days journey was 

compressed into highly romanticized thirty minutes.  Presumably, The Great Siberian Route also 

advertised to the developed world the extent of the Czars territory and Russia's growing interests in the 

Far East, which had been the main reason for expediting the completion of the rail line.  

Bookending The Great Siberian Route in time, my second precedent is a joint project of Google Maps 

and Russian Railways to stream prerecorded but real-time video of the entire train trip from Moscow to 

Vladivostok, georeferenced to a Google Maps interface 

(http://www.google.ru/intl/ru/landing/transsib/en.html).  I found this application deeply seductive, and in 

time I began to see it as part of a trend in which networked geographical media begins to recover a 

place for the body of the viewer, the best example of this being Google Streetview.  This seemed to 

have a direct bearing on the systems-experience dynamic in landscape architecture.  Moreover, 

Google's “virtual journey” is essentially a moving panorama, functioning in much the same way as The 

Great Siberian Route.  The means of representation for this vast landscape system had come full circle 

to a technique that had reached its pinnacle in the late nineteenth century.  

I proposed to undertake the journey from Moscow to Vladivostok on the Trans-Siberian myself, 

comparing the experience to what I knew of the potential for representing the vast territory it 

demarcates.  I had hoped to see The Great Siberian Route in person, and included a visit to the State 

Hermitage Museum in St. Petersburg in my travel itinerary, but after tracking down the curator 

responsible for the piece, Galina Aleksandrovna Printseva, I was told that the panorama was not to be 

unrolled again in the near future.  Having recently been digitized, however, The Great Siberian Route 

will soon be reproduced in print and on CD in a publication authored by Galina Aleksandrovna. 

Nevertheless, I embarked on my trip with panoramas on the brain, my main practical question being, 

how does one go about editing a panorama?  Because the entity known as “Siberia” must of course be 

compressed in order to take any legible form; once by the artifice of the railroad itself and then again 
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through the chosen means of representation.  Pyasetsky distilled the space into a discrete set of iconic 

views.  Google edits for clarity and user convenience, omitting nighttime views that are essential to any 

real Trans-Siberian trip and allowing virtual travelers to skip to destinations along the route at will.   I 

was curious as to the representational techniques that would strike me as fitting my personal 

experience, which would, from the outset, be mediated by my need to sleep, eat, and converse; by 

delays, weather, seasons, biological or mechanized actors in the landscape, daydreams, and so on.  I 

armed myself with a sketchbook, a digital camera, a sound recorder, Russian-English dictionary (I took 

some Russian in college and tried to brush up before leaving), and the seventh edition of Bryn 

Thomas's Trans-Siberian Handbook.  

My plane arrived St. Petersburg, via Moscow, on Monday August 8th, 2011.  The following day I 

explored the city, including the Hermitage, before leaving on an evening train to Moscow.  The 

Moscow-St. Petersburg line predates the Trans-Siberian, and I considered it a prologue to my journey; I 

used the trip – luxurious in single compartment – to accustom myself to scrupulous sketching, note-

taking, photographing, and recording.  I detrained before sunrise in Moscow, and spent the next day 

and a half sightseeing. At 1:30 in the afternoon on Thursday August 11th I began my Trans-Siberian 

journey in a 3rd class carriage on the number 340 train to Irkutsk.  The 340 is not a tourist train; most 

passengers travel relatively short distances, so my neighbors turned over frequently.  I charted the 

arrivals and departures of my cabin-mates along with the specifications of my compartment in my 

sketchbook as I recorded the passing landscape.  City, village, dachas, field, birch copse, rail yard, train 

station: this pattern would dominate the first half of my trip and much of the second.  The repetition 

and relative consistency of the landscape over thousands of miles is the most defining characteristic of 

the swath of Siberia carved out by the railroad, intensified by the Soviet rooted standardization of the 

rail infrastructure itself.  The same palette of  pastel colors adorns nearly every station building.  The 

result is that the landscape, even in experience, feels compressed and localized.  As expected, my life 

on the train and my own sense of passing time and space was inseparable from my representational 

mission.

I left the train in Irkutsk, roughly the halfway mark and a popular stop-off for travelers, and spent the 

next two nights in the tourist-friendly village of Listvyanka on Lake Baikal (another icon of bigness). 

Returning to Irkutsk for the last night of my interlude, I boarded the number 2 train, the famed 
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eastbound “Rossiya” for Vladivostok at 8:00am, Thursday August 18.  Better suited for long-distance 

trips, the Rossiya was faster and more comfortable than my first train; my second class ticket found me 

in a private compartment with a friendly family.  Rounding Lake Baikal, the way out of Irkutsk is as 

brazenly spectacular as the preceding landscape is quietly and relentlessly impressive.  Soon the old 

pattern reasserts itself: city, village, dachas, field, birch copse, rail yard, train station.  Pine and spruce 

forest become more prominent, the terrain somewhat more rugged, and new types of shrubs and weeds 

appear.  Still, as impossibly remote as I should have felt this land to be, as exhausted as I was from 

traveling, I had trouble conceptualizing the extent of space that I had traversed and set out to describe. 

Early in the morning, Sunday, August 21st I left my train in Vladivostok, having logged more than 5750 

miles from Moscow ten days earlier.  

Upon returning to the GSD in the fall I continued the research that had brought about my trip, using 

Guliana Bruno's class, Film, Modernity, and Visual Culture to help me frame my experience and ideas 

within existing theories of mechanized perception.  I was particularly interested in Wolfgang 

Shivelbusch's concept of the “machine ensemble,” which describes a category of vision where the 

body's interface with the landscape is mediated by the mechanism of the train (ref).  The “machine 

ensemble” was the basis for an installation that I created as a response to my trip and the ideas that 

came out of it.  Having been convinced that the physical vehicle allowing a viewer to perceive large 

territories becomes a essential to that mode of perception, I built an abstraction of a type of convertible 

bunk common on Trans-Siberian rail cars.  I had begun also to see text and narrative as a method of 

representation with relatively untapped potential in landscape architecture, and a parallel emerged 

between the extent of space that I was trying to represent and the growing library of texts that 

supported my efforts.  I built into the bunk a space for this personal library to act as a kind of non-

Cartesian panorama.  I included theoretical texts, novels, art books, guides (including the Trans-

Siberian Handbook), and – a panorama within a panorama – a book of nearly 1200 photographs from 

the train window chronologically documenting my trip.  The installation was on view at the Center for 

Government and International Studies at Harvard as part of the student organized Travel, Traversal 

exhibition from March 21 to April 7, 2012.  
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Moving Panoramas, The Train Window, and the Recovery of Experience in Landscape 
Architecture

This paper represents the culmination of the research and ideas on representation and large-
scale landscape related to my Penny White project of summer 2011; it was written as a final  
paper for Guliana Bruno's class VES181/GSD4131 Film, Modernity, and Visual Culture,  
December 7, 2011

“[When talking about cinema], the word path is not used by chance. Nowadays it is the
imaginary path followed by the eye and the varying perceptions of an object that
depend on how it appears to the eye. Nowadays it may also be the path followed by
the mind across a multiplicity of phenomena, far apart in time and space, gathered in
a certain sequence into a single meaningful concept; and these diverse impressions
pass in front of an immobile spectator.”
Sergei M. Eisestein, 1938i

In his essay, “Montage and Architecture” Eisensten describes the similarities between film and 

architecture based on the idea that both are essentially choreographed movements through space. 

Eisenstein does not continue to focus on the idea of the path itself, instead concentrating on 

cinema and architecture as legible through montage or series.  But the concept of the path, both 

literal and metaphorical, has interesting implications for both film and spatial design.  A path is 

infinitely scalable in two axes (vertical and longitudinal); it can be as long or as high has 

imaginable.  But to be a path, the dimension of breadth must retain some relevance to the human 

body.  A path is traveled along not across.  Therefore, the path can be understood as a catch-all 

interface between the body and its environment.  This paper is about two related paths; the train 

line and the extended panorama.  

I focus on these forms of vision and motion – these paths – because they address an important 

question for the contemporary field of landscape architecture.  Eisentstein could have just as 

easily compared film to landscape architecture in “Montage and Architecture.” Certainly his 

initial subject of comparison, the Acropolis, is as much a work of landscape design as building. 

But the current trend for landscape architects to engage with larger and larger regions, 

determined primarily from the scale of ecological systems rather than the human body, creates a 

problem for visualization of landscape as a series of experiences.  How can designers represent 

landscape at a scale completely beyond the capacity of the human body to experience in a 
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reasonable amount of time in a way that is still meaningful?  If the path is the irreducible 

structure for moving through and viewing the world, we need only select the best kind of path.  I 

will argue that the rail line, and its conceptual partner the extended panorama are strong 

candidates.

The term panorama originally described a painting technique patented by the English painter 

Robert Barker in 1787.  Barker's panoramas were inverse cylindrical paintings that depicted a 

three hundred sixty degree view of a landscape, giving rise almost immediately to the colloquial 

and metaphorical meaning of the word as an all-encompassing view.ii  The medium soon 

developed a few essential features: scrupulous detail based on site research, close attention to 

lighting, and structural elements that obscured the top and bottom edges of the panorama, 

preventing the eye from being drawn outside the frame of the image.  Eventually dedicated 

structures were built to house panoramas and to more precisely control the quality of viewing. 

The goal of panoramas and their supporting infrastructure was to create the closest verisimilitude 

to the experience of being in a particular place.iii

The evolution of the panorama parallels almost exactly that of the train, beginning in late 

eighteenth century, and rising to prominence in the mid nineteenth century.  The beginnings of 

increased mobility in Europe and the United States as a result of steam powered trains and ships 

surely added to the popularity of panoramas as a spectator event.  World travel was an 

imaginable and tantalizing reality but still largely out of reach for many people; panoramas 

provided a cheaper and more practical alternative for seeing exotic landscapes.iv  Of the many 

forms of panoramas that evolved from Barker's paintings, the “extended panorama,” became a 

way of representing not a single displaced scene, but movement over a large distance: travel and 

movement rather than destination.  An extended panorama, which is closer to today's colloquial 

meaning of “panorama” as a type of image, refers to a long format representation that typically 

suggests linear movement through space. Practical difficulties with the extremely long format led 

to a technique of incrementally unrolling the extended panorama behind a static frame, which in 

turn led to mechanized, spooling panoramas, which simulated the motion through space of steam 

ships and trains.v  This new animated landscape paralleled Benjamin Gastineau's observation 

around 1861 that the train window “sets in motion” the passing landscape as a kind of animated 
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narrative The moving extended panorama had become the mass media companion to mechanized 

travel.vi

As Vanessa Schwartz writes in her book, Spectacular Realities: Early Mass Culture in Fin-de-

Siecle Paris, the 1900 Paris Exposition was a culmination of panoramic spectacles at the end of a 

decade that saw a pronounced revival of the medium, including a plethora of new moving 

panoramas.vii  One of several mechanized extended panoramas shown at the exposition was the 

variously titled Great Siberian Route: The Main Trans-Siberian Railway, or simply 

Transsiberien, which was meant to distill the passing scenery of the soon-to-be completed Trans-

Siberian Railway into a forty-five minute experience.  Accounts differ on how much 

responsibility each party had for the final product shown at the Paris Exposition and several 

other venues subsequently. A Russian artist named Pavel Payasetsky is given credit for the site 

sketches, and apparently traveled the nearly completed line several times to this end, though the 

French artist Marcel Jambon and his assistants appear to have done the final painting.viii The 

Compagnie Internationale des Wagons-Lits, the French rail service company with the contract 

for the actual Trans-Siberian rail cars, staged the moving panorama, including placing fully 

serviced carriages from which passengers viewed the spooling landscape. The panorama itself 

consisted of four layers that moved at different speeds to simulate a parallax effect.

The roles of Czar Alexander III and his successor Nicholas II in the project were not as clear, 

although it is certain that they were both heavily invested in the Trans-Siberian Railway as a 

symbolic and strategic fixture to call attention to Russian ownership of Siberian and Far Eastern 

lands. Thus, it can be assumed that the Russian government had a stake in advertising the railway 

as a means of depicting the extent of their territory.  This assumption makes the Great Siberian 

Route an especially interesting object of study for the subject of landscape representation.  While 

the panorama was certainly not measured in any precise geographical way, it was meant to mark 

a territory.  This was done not through mapping but through the simulation of experience.  Train 

travel had established a framework with which to simulate direct experience at an enormous 

scale; it made possible a connection between the body and vast regions.  
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The ability of the train to connect travelers to the landscape required changes in modes of 

perception. According to Wolfgang Schivelbusch's account in The Railway Jouney: The 

Industrialization of Time and Space in the 19th Century, cultural critics such as John Ruskin, 

who were entrenched in more traditional ways of seeing and moving had a difficult time finding 

value or even comprehension in the view from the train window. For this camp, trains eliminated 

the possibility for direct engagement with the landscape, making rail travel boring. “All traveling 

becomes dull in exact proportion to its rapidity.” Ruskin complained.ix The change from 

sustained, careful engagement to a rapid sequence of fleeting stimuli about which Ruskin worries 

is of course considered endemic to the experience of modernity. Schivelbusch describes a need 

for early train travelers to consciously develop new habits of vision in order to appreciate the 

landscape in motion.x

Because the view from the train was in some ways a hard-won and heavily scrutinized 

perspective as of 1900, the Compagnie Internationale des Wagons-Lits designed the installation 

of the Great Siberian Route at the Paris Exposition with careful attention to the visual effects of 

motion through space. Oettermann quotes a description of the Great Siberian Route by the Dutch 

journal De Natuur:

“During a real railway journey every traveler has noticed that the nearer the scenery is to the 

train, the faster it seems to pass before one's eyes. Accordingly, a horizontal transmission belt to 

which sand and boulders have been attached is situated in close proximity to the carriages, and is 

driven along at a speed of 1,000 feet per minute.”xi  

There are two more layers in the foreground, meant to be seen as a mere suggestion of passing 

landscape, before what would be considered the actual subject of the panorama, which is 

depicted at the appropriate (simulated) distance from the viewer so as to move slowly enough for 

specific details to be discernible. Writing in 1955, Dolf Sternberger describes how the obscuring 

of the foreground by motion removes the passenger/viewer from the landscape, since the

foreground otherwise acts as the interface between the landscape and the body.xii  Since train 

travel had become relatively commonplace at the time, this effect would have been instinctively 
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recognized by spectators at the Paris Expo. The removal of the foreground through the train 

window and in the panorama was also beginning to find a parallel in cinema and the screen.

It is interesting to note here that the purveyors of panoramas at the end of the nineteenth century, 

including some at the Paris Exposition, did not try to set there medium in opposition to film, 

worrying that it displace panoramas, but tended to embrace the possibilities of incorporating 

moving pictures into their shows.  Indeed, it was not yet clear that cinema would become a 

medium with enough lasting interest to stand on its own.xiii  It was apparently believed by at least 

some that cinema needed a physical artifice to be a complete spectacle.  This is evidence that 

mechanized vision – the view from a moving vehicle or an otherwise displacing structure – was 

still commonly understood to be a necessary framework for moving pictures.  Wolfgang 

Shivelbusch's idea of the “machine ensemble,”xiv in which the eye, the window, and the train are 

completely bound together as a mechanism for viewing, is not limited to actual train travel but 

also would have applied to it's mass-media spin-offs, moving panoramas and early film.  

Shivelbusch refers to Erwin Straus's idea that train travel helped change “landscape” space

to “geographical” space. Not only the speed of trains, but also the organization and 

standardization of stations and timetables meant that space was “systematized.”xv  Not only is 

systematized space a feature of modernity pertaining to movement and communication, it is also 

the structure that incubates cinema as a medium.  Returning to Eisenstein's cinematic “walk” 

through the Acropolis, film is made possible with the construction of intentional mechanisms for 

viewing.  The notion that film began with ancient architecture would have escaped most people 

because the mechanism for viewing is buildings, which are ubiquitous and, as a matter of 

function, scaled to the inborn movements of the human body.  This changes with the advent of 

skyscrapers and glass buildings, among other more recent developments in the history of 

architecture.  The elevator is no doubt a kind of machine ensemble for the experience of a tall 

building.   Even more so than the train, the elevator reduces the space between destinations to a 

functional null, literally transforming them to numbers. Schivelbusch pairs the development of 

glass and steel architecture with that of the train in that, both technologies remove specificity 

from space and time.  Glass architecture became “pure and abstract light-space, disassociated 
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from all customary architectural form, a space without qualities and contrasts.”xvi It is no accident 

that railway stations commonly use glass and steel construction.  The ultimate systematized 

railway landscape is one in which both the vectors of travel and the destination nodes are 

abstracted and quantifiable as pure space and time.  

The evolution of cinema through trains and modern architecture, by way of the mechanized 

panorama is one trajectory of the mass-media effects of systematized space.  Conventional film 

relies on the ability to move through space and time in a way that is highly removed from the 

realities of the physical world but still related to the body.  At its origin, it piggybacked upon the 

mechanized framework of modes of transportation that were developing simultaneously, and it 

continues to employ spatial and temporal displacement originally introduced to spectators by 

trains and steamships.  But there are other trajectories for mechanized vision which carry the 

systematizing of space further than modern architecture, trains, cinema.  

As was mentioned at the beginning of this paper, the field of landscape architecture, at least in 

more academic circles, has been increasingly focused on large regions defined by ecological 

systems.  Just as travel over large distances by train results in a the conversion of the experienced 

landscape to geographical space, design at large scales requires the systematizing of represented 

landscape in order to engage with the natural and social forces that operate at those scales.  This 

being the case, visualization and, arguably, interventions by landscape architects in such cases 

are strongly influenced by an understanding of space as geography rather than a series of 

experiences.  This is the source of a major issue for the field: It is commonly  believed that 

design with large ecological systems should be foundational to any new conceptions of the built 

environment and that landscape architects should play a central role in this.  But the traditional 

purview of the landscape architect is the design of human experience.  The apparent dilemma is 

between viewing and interacting with landscape as a series of quantifiable systems operating 

over large areas and as a direct interface with the senses.  The dilemma is not insoluble; it calls 

for a closer inspection of the mechanisms for viewing associated with each perspective.  
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In his essay “Aerial Representation and the Recovery of Landscape,” Charles Waldheim 

identifies a split in landscape design between the “scenic” and the “metric” hastened by the 

advent of aerial photography.xvii   Waldheim's dichotomy is the same as Straus's, comparing the 

“landscape space” of a walk to the “geographic space” of the train.  “landscape space” and the 

“scenic” refer to the experiential, sensuous, but non-measurable qualities of space, while 

“geographic space” and the “metric” refer to the objective, quantifiable, but qualitatively neutral. 

Aerial, and later, satellite photography has become a powerful tool for the analysis and planning 

of landscape at a large scale, revealing patterns and flows invisible from ground level. Ian 

McHarg and Richard T. T. Forman, in particular, made such insights as a result of aerial 

photography as to spur the creation of a new field of research and practice: landscape ecology. 

But this is possible specifically because aerial and satellite photography systematize landscape to 

the maximum degree. An aerial photograph is literally an image of landscape as geography, 

terms. It goes without saying that the view from an airplane window is that much further 

removed from direct contact with the ground in terms of speed, mechanization, and altered 

perspective.  Not only is the foreground removed, but so the middle ground and near-distance. 

Unlike the train window, which looks out, the airplane window looks down, which is not the 

typical sense relationship to the environment.  The airplane window is more like a map than a 

panorama, and aerial photographs are used more as maps than as views.  

Aerial photography is succeeded by satellite photography, and ultimately by online geographical 

platforms, like Google Maps and Google Earth.  The ability to instantly pan around the planet's 

surface  and jump immediately to a specified location essentially continues the mechanized 

compression of space-time that could be said to have begun with the train to absolute zero.  Not 

surprisingly, the specificity of  experience that the train began to erode according to Ruskin, 

Straus, Schivelbusch, and others is completely removed.  Google Earth has become an 

indispensable tool for landscape architects, and it represents the most pronounced divergence of 

analytical from experiential vision in design, but it has also done much to determine how 

members of the developed/connected world in general connect with their environment.  Even as 

landscape architects struggle with the question of recovering human meaning at ecological 

scales, there is evidence of a push back towards bodily experience in the face of ever more 

exhaustive and precise geographical technologies.  First-person interfaces are commonplace for 
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digital gaming, social environments, and GPS.  With the reduction of scale comes the inevitable 

return of time as a tangible, albeit simulated element.  In Second Life, for example, it takes time 

to walk over to another avatar and initiate a conversation.  In his 1992 novel Snow Crash, written 

on the cusp of the internet revolution, Neil Stephenson anticipated that even completely virtual 

worlds would need physical movement and duration to create a meaningful experience for their 

users.  In Stephenson's digital “Metaverse” avatars take super high speed trains from one place to 

another or “program” their own modes of transportation, but they cannot simply teleport from 

one place to another.  

The best example of recovering a form of perception based on the body from systematized, 

geographical space is Google Map's Street View function.  As an element of Google Maps, the 

ultimate tool of space-time compression, Street View is designed specifically to account for the 

lack of the body in the default map interface.  As if to emphasize the point, the shortcut for 

entering this mode is by dragging a small icon of a human body into the map window.  The result 

is a screen, somewhat like the cinema, that sets the viewer at a medium distance from the 

perceived environment.  The foreground is removed, but a space is preserved for a simulated 

physical experience by maintaining a view with the capacity to receive a projected body.  In 

other words, things like cars, trees, buildings, and other people are shown at a scale and 

perspective against which it is possible for the viewer to measure his or her own body.  Visually, 

narrative film has always preserved some degree of relevance to the body and so has an innate 

accessibility for the viewer, which is a quality that Google's architects must have found lacking 

in their basic map application.  But the Street View is not heir to cinema; it is much closer to the 

mechanized panorama.   

Appropriately enough, Google has entered the business of producing true mechanized 

panoramas, closer to the form popular in the late nineteenth century than any other mass-media 

since.  Google, in cooperation with Russian Railways, has essentially reprised The Great  

Siberian Route, as Moscow-Vladivostok: virtual journey on Google Maps.xviii  As the name 

implies, the website streams video of the entire Trans-Siberian train line from Moscow to 

Vladivostok as a passing landscape in one digital window as if seen from the physical window of 

the train.  The video is divided into chapters based on region, making it possible to jump to 
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certain legs of the trip or, conceivably, to watch an entire week's worth of travel in one sequence 

(with the one caveat that scenes are cut so as to make every part of the journey occur during 

daylight).  In a second window is the typical Google Maps plan interface showing the geographic 

location of the virtual train synched with the video.  The virtual journey only appears to be a new 

form of media because it uses contemporary technology; it is every bit as much a  mechanized 

extended panorama as The Great Siberian Route.  The link of the panorama to mapping software 

incorporates a metric that was lacking in the nineteenth and early twentieth century, but 

essentially the virtual journey, as well as Street view are a return to an pre-cinema form of mass 

media.     

The virtual journey in particular, reveals the potential for the moving panorama to be a tool for 

designing at large scales with a priority of bodily experience.  By this I mean something different 

than refining and expanding Google Maps Street View to provide ever-more accurate and timely 

spatial information at ground level.  Just as every map has an agency and therefore a bias.  There 

are no panoramas without specific or unconscious intent; the panorama cannot literally be a 

“view of everything.” Obviously Pyasetsky and Jambon intensively edited their depiction of the 

Siberian landscape not only to reduce a trip of more than a week to 45 minutes but also to 

emphasize particularly attractive and impressive features.  Likewise, the virtual journey excludes 

bad weather, nighttime, and winter.  Both only show the view from one side of the train.  The 

moving panorama is curated motion and looking, like film and architecture, to again recall 

Eisenstein.  So the panorama itself is design, even if it contains measurable data.  The choice to 

create a moving panorama from a train as opposed to another vantage point may seem like an 

obvious one, but it is ultimately a design decision that communicates and responds to certain 

information about the landscape: that a rail line exists, that a certain pattern of development has 

followed it, that the surrounding environment is not nearly as easy to traverse, and so on.

What begins to emerge is an inventory of scales of spatial design with corresponding 

representational media.  Visual media is an analogy to different kids of spatial design according 

to the scope of it's perspective.  Much of narrative film operates largely in within a framework 

that parallels building architecture, as Eisenstein suggests. In general, the perspective of the 

camera most resembles an eye and the movement of the camera tends to be like the movement of 
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the human body.  The fact that throughout most of the history of film cameras tended to have 

human operators means that a human, ground level perspective is a standard view.  Other 

perspectives tend to be employed with an associated “machine ensemble.”  In the 1923 Paris qui  

Dort, before cranes and helicopters became common tools for filming, the Eiffel tower provided 

the structure for an aerial view of the city.  The tower is integral to the story as much as it is 

practically necessary to achieve a certain perspective.  In other words, the architecture of the city 

and the view of the camera are an ensemble.  

As a work of science fiction, Paris qui Dort is typical of other films in the genre that operate at 

the scale of urban design in addition to building architecture because of their engagement with 

mechanized structures.   Sixty years later Blade Runner shows the viewer how the form of 2019 

Los Angeles is determined by technologies for movement, and that form simultaneously 

determines and is determined by the perspective of the camera.  The film is punctuated with 

aerial tracking shots showing the sprawling, multi-layered city, but these views are not abstract. 

They are always associated with a mechanism for placing the body in the space that is being 

depicted.   In the opening sequence the camera glides over the urban canopy as if operated from 

one of the flying cars that we see passing by.  Other shots are taken from the windows or roofs of 

super-high skyscrapers.  

Throughout most of the history of landscape architecture, as it is now defined, the view of the 

walking body has been primary.  In such cases, landscape architecture has an even more basic 

connection to film than building architecture.  Most famously, Le Nôtre's seventeenth century 

Versailles was engineered to be something very much like Eisenstein's definition of cinema – a 

sequence of views for a single moving body.  The path, which is the spatial component of 

sequence for Eisenstein, is the primary interface between the walking body and the environment 

in landscape architecture.  In the following century, the English landscape architect William Kent 

created a specifically narrative landscape with the gardens at Stowe, in which the a story is 

suggested by scenes moving past the visitor's path.  

But the analogy to film breaks down for landscape design at regional scales, because the path 

and the body as they are positioned in cinema are no longer central.  Neither narrative film nor 
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current conventions of architectural rendering have the capacity to represent, for example, a large 

watershed in a way that is meaningful both in terms of measured space and direct experience.  If 

the walkway and cinema are not the correct path-ensemble through large landscapes, we must 

choose another.  

I propose that the train window and the moving panorama represent the fullest possible extent of

landscape representation and vision before the connection to the body is entirely lost. This is why

panoramas have reemerged in digital media even though satellite imagery is a more efficient way 

to catalog space, and why film tends not to transcend panoramic views of the landscape. (Most 

film does not operate wholly in geographic space because doing so would compromise its 

connection to human narrative.)   As the natural limit to the scaling of bodily experience, the 

train and the panorama should be revisited in the context of landscape architecture.  I believe this 

will help to bridge the gap between the overhead systems view of landscape associated with 

planning and analysis and the ground-level experiential view associated with detail design.

The moving panorama was the best and most appropriate technology for distilling an experience 

from the vast territory of Siberia in 1900.  As a tool for understanding space, it lacked the 

accountability of today's satellite-based technologies, but the quality of the interface is still a 

good fit for the needs of landscape representation at large scales today.  Google Street view and 

the virtual journey are excellent examples of digital panoramas that combine spatial metrics with 

the experiential, but we don't need to wait for Google to completely blanket the earth's surface 

with cameras.  Panoramic representation should be more about strategic ways of packaging 

images and other representations than it is about exhaustive visual documentation.  Pyasetsky 

didn't show every feature of the line, and while his depiction is subjective and political, it is also 

possible to use different metrics for curating panoramic space.  Some of these metrics are 

objectively measurable and reveal useful information about the landscape, while at the same time 

preserving space for the body.  Recovering the body in landscape representation is important not 

only because it helps us to understand and relate to the information being presented, but because 

it suggests interventions at a human scale.  The most common criticism of current landscape 

theory is that landscape urbanism, landscape ecology, ecological urbanism, and the like have 

sacrificed form, social significance, and quality of experience for engagement with large-scale 
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ecological systems.  Ecological functionality and human experience need not to be divergent 

goals, but representational conventions must be established that reconnect them at every possible 

scale.  

It has already been stated that the panorama and the train evolved simultaneously and together 

represent a framework for a certain kind of vision that did not exist before.  It is perhaps not too 

much to say the that train also parallels the moving panorama as an irreducible feature of modern 

human life.  Both are old technologies by today's standards, but if one accepts the premise that 

moving panoramas are still relevant for our experience of the constructed and natural landscape, 

both have a use value that defies obsolescence.  Just as advanced forms of the train are central to 

the transportation infrastructure of every developed and developing country, the moving 

panorama, as a concept that is carried forward with increasingly advanced technical frameworks, 

is central to the visualizing and design of our environment.
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Installation of Trans-Siberia at Traval, Traversal exhibition, Center for Governement and International 
Studies, Harvard University, March 25-April 7, 2012

Fellow passengers at the convertible bunk/seat type on which the 
installation furniture is based
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Trans-Siberia
Alec Spangler

Alec Spangler  Trans-Siberia

Trans-Siberia, a book of 1177 photographs taken between Moscow and Vladivostok, organized 
chronologically (or from west to east)
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